Constructing a Sensory Alternative to the Ongwen Judgment
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Abstract

Much ink has been spilt criticising the ICC’s Ongwen trial judgment for its failure to grasp the cultural context in which the accused Ongwen and the Acholi community were embedded. Some scholars blame this on the poor quality of translation services, others attribute it to the ‘binarism’ of judgments. We offer another explanation for the Ongwen judgment’s deficiencies: its purely textual format. The judgment shows that the continued preference for textual judgments in international criminal law sterilises victims’ experiences, decontextualises evidence, and muzzles objectivity. This ties into the historical preference for text over senses, a colonially engineered decision aimed at suppressing non-Western epistemologies. In this paper, we call for the international criminal law judgment to embrace ‘the opportunities of the wider sensory field’. Drawing on the pervasive sensory dimensions of international criminal law, we argue that a sensory reimagining of judgments would better serve international criminal law’s affective potential by empowering survivors and achieving a more reparative and reconstructive justice.
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1 Introduction

On 4 February 2021, Trial Chamber IX of the International Criminal Court (hereinafter ICC) declared Lord's Resistance Army (hereinafter LRA) Brigade Commander Dominic Ongwen guilty of 61 counts of war crimes and crimes against humanity committed in Uganda from 1 July 2002 to 31 December 2005.1 The Ongwen case implicated thorny questions including the ICC’s jurisdiction over minors committing war crimes and duress as a defence to international criminal liability. Scholars and practitioners have since launched multiple critiques of the failure of the judgment to adopt a culturally-sensitive approach in analysing the elements of war crimes and in establishing jurisdiction.2 The Court's narrow reading of otherwise elastic terms like 'kadoge'/'kadogi' (Acholi terms typically used to refer to anyone 'younger than oneself') to draw equivalence with the legal bracket of childhood as under the Rome Statute has been a constant subject of this critique.3

Some scholars attribute the Court's failure to the poor quality of translation services.4 Others attribute it to the ‘binarism’ of judgments, as instruments which have no bandwidth for ambiguities or internal contestations.5 Judges
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3 Nistor, ibid.
are therefore left with no choice but to construct linear narratives by cherry-picking from amongst bundles of testimonies.

In this paper, we offer a different, more fundamental explanation for the Ongwen judgment’s deficiencies: the purely textual format of the judgment. One look at the court records for the Ongwen case shows that there are no full public audio/video recordings of the witness testimonies (which formed the basis of the trial judgment). When seen in conjunction with the final judgment (which is purely textual and cites only written material), the legacy of the case remains purely textual.

We argue that a textual judgment afflicts significant epistemic and material injuries on the victims for whom it is delivered. Our argument rests on two limbs. Firstly, it is based on the deficiencies of the textual medium, such as its proclivity for singular and depersonalised narratives that are isolated from socio-cultural contexts. Secondly and relatedly, we show that despite these deficiencies, text is preferred over sensory and affective mediums because it prevents challenges to the epistemic and social monopoly of law and its community of arbiters. Here, sensory experiences speak to causal results of external stimuli and affective experiences speak to internal, emotional changes. In this paper, we read affect as the necessary by-product of senses, and consider the value of affect in this attendant form alone. Although engaging with international criminal law remains a predominantly sensory and affective exercise, the tool of the judgment—which is the final and lasting legacy of each case—erases this aspect of the victims’ lived experiences by sticking to the textual medium.

This paper joins the long-standing pedigree of socio-legal scholars such as Mulcahy who have lamented lawyers’ obsession with text and have asked different questions about how legal phenomenon are experienced, constructed, conditioned, or challenged through senses. At the same time, it joins scholarship that spotlights the reparative value of senses and affect for international criminal law. As Thorne argues, unlike text, senses and affect are by nature dynamic, emotional, immediate, emancipatory, and hold immense potential for negotiation, challenge, and memory-making. We spotlight these values and call for the making of a jurisprudence of senses. In particular, we

6 Judgment.
turn our attention to the tool of the judgment, which is universally understood as the pinnacle of the case, to attend to the ‘full panoply of sensory dynamics’.

Using the Ongwen trial judgment as a case study, Section 2 of this paper spotlights multiple instances where text afflicts injustice—epistemic, legal, and procedural. In so doing, it also queries why text is preferred as the medium of the judgment at the expense of senses and affect. In other words, it gives historical and social reasons for international criminal law and particularly judgments’ aversion to senses and affect. The Ongwen case, as we explain below, is suited for this study given that it emerges from a conflict seeped in sensory experiences and from mass sexual crimes that rely heavily on sensory subjugations. The trial judgment is especially relevant because of the density of sensory material it considers and the value that the sensory experiences carry for the Acholi community. In fact, one witness in the case even remarked that ‘if the world should know what happened [in Uganda], then this photo would be a very clear message’ making a reference to how photographs and videos from the conflict told a much clearer story of the extent of loss suffered by the Acholi community.

With this background, Section 3 launches into a historical examination of international criminal law’s engagement with senses and affect—both inside and outside the courtroom. Upon reflecting on the pervasive presence of senses and affect in international criminal law and the reasons why this presence is systematically censored in the judgment, Section 4 discusses how the stakeholders of international criminal law are better served by activating the sensory and affective potential of judgments, drawing on examples from the Ongwen case. This section demonstrates how the current toolboxes of the ICC can be channelled to equip judgments to provide direct outlets for the voices/faces of the unheard local communities and create meaningful relationships with the international criminal justice project’s multiple stakeholders.

2 Limitations of Textual Judgments

As Goodrich notes, the legal tradition—both religious and secular—has been predominantly etched in text. Legal interpretation has been mainly

concerned with finding textually correct meanings of legal words and phrases. This textual correctness has been transported to most parts of the world as a result of the linguicism that is endemic in domestic and international legal systems. Some argue that the dominance of text came to be because text was perceived as stable and impervious to quick change. To others, text guaranteed accessibility and clarity.

These virtues are valued the most in the tool of the written judgment, which, as Judge Bertram Schmitt observed in his oral pronouncement of the summary of the Ongwen judgment, is the ‘only authoritative document’ articulating the Court’s position. The judgment is the lasting legacy of the case, the most decisive pronouncement by the Court of what is right and what is wrong. In international criminal tribunals, more than the substantive outcome, judgments serve as carriers of collective memory of violent conflicts and offer descriptions of historical events. As David Scheffer, the former UN Secretary-General’s special expert on assistance to the Khmer Rouge trials, remarked, the rendering of the judgment against the former Khmer Rouge leaders by the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (hereinafter ECCC) was a ‘Nuremberg moment, carrying significant weight for Cambodia, international criminal justice, and the annals of history’. For international institutions, judgments are also ways to firm up their own power and legitimacy as well as that of the international society on whose behalf they consider themselves to be speaking. Text—and its attendant clarity and accessibility—is in service of this objective.

However, the Ongwen case usefully illustrates that text, especially within the international criminal law setting, afflicts more harm than one would have imagined. If so, it bears querying why international criminal law prioritises
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18 ‘Khmer rouge leaders found guilty of genocide in landmark ruling’, AFP (16 November 2018).
text over senses and affect. What is in it for international criminal law and those who make and unmake it?

First, a textual judgment has the effect of depersonalising key stakeholders in the international criminal law story. Feminist scholars such as Williams and Minow note how the emancipatory potential of voice cannot be slighted.20 Even if international legal tribunals suffer from problems of Eurocentrism,21 enjoying personhood and voice in these institutions is imperative for the communities whose life stories these institutions are adjudicating to be able to claim ownership over them.

As Kalpouzos suggests, the losing of voice at adjudicative tribunals afflicts double victimisation - where communities are first divested of their agency by violent conflicts and then have to go through this loss of voice again when they attempt to seek legal recourse.22 This is what we see in the Ongwen case as well, where the text of the judgment reduces victims to mere pseudonyms. Case in point is witness P-0280. P-0280, a former child soldier abducted from the Abok IDP camp in 2016 when he was around 15 years old, testified in his own voice about how he was treated upon abduction and why the LRA chose to abduct younger men.23 However, his voice found no microphone or audience in the written judgment.

As the psychoanalyst Ferenczi showed, silencing through loss of voice is an inherent characteristic of sexual abuse. In such a case, when a victim does decide to testify in their own voice, treating them as voiceless in a court can have a traumatising effect, mirroring their silencing by the perpetrator.24 In the Ongwen case, this is what was done to witness P-0352, a victim of sexual crimes who was assigned to Ongwen’s household and forced to marry an LRA soldier, who testified to Ongwen’s sexual crimes.25 Her testimony was crucial in establishing the crimes committed by the LRA and the accused Dominic Ongwen. But the judgment only offered judge-renditions of her profound testimony, stripped of her lived experience and bravery.26

26 Judgment, paras 404–405, 2151–2152, 2184–2186.
In cases like Ongwen which are marked by rampant sexual crimes, testimonies lean heavily on sensory details. As van der Kolk notes, ‘the imprints of traumatic experiences are organised not as coherent logical narrative but as fragmented sensory and emotional traces’.27 Several neurobiological and psychological studies have also found testimonies of sexual abuse survivors to be non-linear and consisting of primary sensory information (sights, smells, sounds) linked to physiological fear symptoms.28 There are several examples of this in the Ongwen trial itself. P-0396, one of the abducted wives in the LRA household, testified about her experiences with facial blurs.29 She described her husband as ‘as tall and light-skinned, with long hair, and said, notably, that he could not straighten his arms ‘because they were a bit bent’.30 She also spoke of how the abductees were each ‘given a human being to remove the liver, heart and swallow it in order to become strong’.31 Another sexual abuse survivor P-0101, when describing the events of her abduction by Ongwen, vividly recalled her school uniform, ‘a pink skirt and white blouse with red stripes on the arms’.32 She also remembered that Ongwen smeared water and shea nut oil on her in ‘order to mark her as his’.33 While a reading of such details offers possibilities to visualise the perpetrators described, the centrality and gravity of the sensory details contained gets buried in the printed text. In fact, text treats these sensory details as irrelevant and incoherent, rather than crucial evidence of the victims’ trauma. In written form, silences or incoherence or randomness can be incorrectly translated as a lack in the speaker to relate the actual traumatic event.

Mandel recognises that voice—even through acute silences and epistemological gaps—is better equipped to capture the traumatic impact of certain experiences on the speakers’ psyche.34 In this way, voice is able to overcome the limitations of language when trying to convey the horror of trauma.35 That said, although there is reason to believe that voice is better equipped to convey trauma, it could also have retraumatising effects. As

29 Judgment, paras 418–427.
30 Judgment, para. 420.
31 Judgment, para. 423.
33 Ibid.
34 Ibid.
35 N. Mandel, Against the Unspeakable: complicity, the Holocaust and slavery (University of Virginia Press, Charlottesville, VA, 2006).
studies reveal, even a ‘particular accent or intonation, the pitch of a voice, or the sound of a language can trigger intrusions and flashbacks by which the traumatic event is relived’.36

In the case of the judgment, this trauma would be more accurately conveyed if the judgment were to plug in audio-excerpts from witnesses’ testimonies in their own voice, with the blurs. Notably, ours is not a call to remove the protections offered to witnesses by any means. It is only a call to acknowledge witness identities in the way that they intend, without reducing them to mere written figments. By the Trial Chamber’s own admission, ‘these victims have a right not to be forgotten. They have the right to be mentioned explicitly’.37 As much as we recognise the Court’s duty towards safeguarding the safety of the witnesses, a mere written account of their testimony in a judge’s words is insufficient.

However, as we probe the reasons for the preference of text as the chosen medium for judgments, it becomes overtly clear, as scholars like Mulcahy explain, that this preference is neither unique to international criminal law, nor is it new. All forms of law and its many dispensers have traditionally strived to ensure that their epistemic control remains unchallenged.38 This is what has motivated both the preference for text and the systematic erasure of sensory epistemologies—particularly epistemologies of those who are not lawmakers or judges. A historical study reveals that as colonialism became more widespread, the preference for written text was widely enforced to justify the disqualification of colonised peoples from law-making spaces, citing their illiteracy and incompetence.39

A similar imbalance in epistemic authority has been built into international criminal law.40 Even now, decades after the formal demise of colonialism in most parts of the world, the Rome Statute and the Rules of Procedure and Evidence retain orthodox and Eurocentric notions of ‘literacy’ to classify those who seek redress from the Court. Rule 102 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence of the Court allows illiterate persons to submit communications in audio, video, or other electronic forms. The framing of this rule as a type of ‘accommodation’ made by the Court strongly indicates the superiority of status enjoyed by literate persons and the lowly place awarded to those who
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38 Mulcahy et al., supra note 8.
39 Ibid.
40 Ammann, supra note 13.
do not meet such thresholds of literacy. On this basis, those who are not well-versed with textual epistemologies are discredited in their capacity as knowers. In other words, international criminal law also leaves no room for visual, sonic, and oral epistemologies.  

We argue that the harms of such a hierarchy in literacy are most clearly seen in the written judgment, which as Judge Schmitt observed in his oral pronouncement of the summary of the Ongwen judgment, is the ‘only authoritative document’ articulating the Court’s position.

The task of arriving at a judgment confers great power and responsibility in the judges. In Sander’s words, ‘judges act as positivist historians, imposing consensus on contrasting and conflicting evidence, by selecting one narrative in preference to others, and ultimately by conferring the mantle of fact on the narratives they construct and validate in their judgments’. Judges become the sole gatekeepers of the histories and realities encapsulated in the dispute. Judges—especially in international criminal tribunals—are acutely conscious of this responsibility. Typically, the expectation of judges, as former judge Theodor Meron notes, is their ‘will and ability to overcome their preconceived preferences and consider the case at issue dispassionately, objectively, and fairly’. However, the truth is that judges are self-interested individuals. The judgment is an instrument for judges to craft their personal legacies, legacies that they prefer to keep immune from tarnish. The first name that comes to mind in conversations about judges creating personal legacies through judgments is Judge Cassese. With every move, from the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia to the Special Tribunal for Lebanon, Cassese drove
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43 *icc*, *supra* note 16 (1:58–2:05).


the law forward in ways that were thought to be beyond the remit of judges. In an interview, Cassese admitted that he ‘was not only a judge, passive and waiting for the prosecution’. He ‘was acting as a president of an international tribunal. That leadership role called on him to push for action also’. This is not merely a statement of expectation, but also one of aspiration. Text—with its inner attribute of finality—acts as the perfect accomplice for these aspirations of judges. It disguises the self-interest of judges, and still allows judges to weld the directions of international criminal law without being seen as internal cogs in the machine.

Second, the exclusive reliance on text in the written judgment ignores the wider interactional context and may end up distorting what the witnesses intended to say. Illustratively, in their article, D’hondt, Perez-Leon-Acevedo, Ferraz de Almeida and Barrett show how judges selectively quote short pieces of witness testimonies without going so far as to contextualise. When discussing the belief within the LRA in the spiritual powers of Joseph Kony, the then-leader of the LRA, the Trial Chamber put forward a theory that the young, newly inducted child soldiers tend to believe in Kony’s powers and their belief subsided/disappeared the longer they stayed. In doing so, the Court referenced testimonies of witness P-0231 by gluing his answers to questions posed by different actors together and made it look like ‘a monological statement by P-0231 delivered in a continuous stretch of talk’. However, when we see the testimony following the excerpt, it becomes clear that P-0231 lost faith in Kony’s powers because of a political rift, which took place after the period during which Ongwen’s charged crimes occurred, revealing that the length of stay had nothing to do with his belief.

Similarly, Nistor notes how the term ‘kadoge’/‘kadogi’ (meaning ‘child’) was quite elastic in the Acholi language. It could be used to describe anyone younger than oneself. But the Trial Chamber cherry-picked some parts of the witness testimonies to pin down the 13–15 years age bracket for ‘childhood’, without
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47 Listen to this excellent podcast series ‘Antonio Cassese: The Stubborn Sparrow’ (episodes 0, 1, and 5 are of particular relevance to our point), available online at antonio-cassese-the-stubborn-sparrow-f3145301.simplecast.com/episodes (accessed 25 April 2023).
49 D’hondt et al., supra note 5.
50 Judgment, para. 2645.
51 D’hondt et al., supra note 5; Judgment, para. 2646.
giving credit to its flexible, ever-changing meaning in the Acholi vernacular.\textsuperscript{53} Nistor’s example exposes the Court’s inability to escape its Western gaze when engaging with different cultural contexts.\textsuperscript{54} The Court’s mis-reading of the Acholi terms ‘kadoge’ and ‘kadogi’ emerge from its predisposition to Western epistemologies which expect consistency and fixedness in language. This is also visible in the Court’s constant use of the qualifier ‘so-called’ when referring to the wives and husbands in the LRA camps, for instance in its recounting of P-0396’s testimony.\textsuperscript{55} Interestingly, the witness herself never used the qualifier, instead choosing to speak of the wives and husbands of the household in a matter-of-fact way.\textsuperscript{56} Similarly, when referring to her statement that she was forced to cut open an abductee and swallow their organs, the Court almost exoticised the experience without offering any consideration for the trauma it afflicted on her. Case in point is this excerpt from the transcript of her testimony:

QUESTIONED BY MR AYENA ODONGO:
Q. [12:38:42] Madam Witness, can you kindly tell Court how big you discovered the human liver to be, the liver of that girl, and then her heart? How big were they?
Q. [12:39:15] Were you asked to chew or you just were asked to swallow?
A. [12:39:34] How can you swallow something without chewing?
PRESIDING JUDGE SCHMITT: [12:39:39] May I shortly, just shortly. Madam Witness, was—were these body parts, were they cut into smaller pieces? Or could you explain it to us in a way that we can picture it, that we have also an idea in our heads what has happened?
THE WITNESS: [12:40:02] (Interpretation) It was cut into pieces.
PRESIDING JUDGE SCHMITT: [12:40:06] And who cut it?


\textsuperscript{55} Judgment, paras 419, 420, 427.

As one can see, the judge and the lawyer seem to be constantly questioning the witness about the size of the organs, how she consumed them, and whether they had been cut into pieces.\footnote{Ibid.} The witness even expresses her own annoyance at the relevance of these questions and her discomfort in answering them. The hostile and clinical nature of the questioning does not have margin for cultural sensitivity. In fact, in her autobiography, Evelyn Amony, a former LRA abductee, speaks at length about how the eating of goat livers was a celebratory practice in the Acholi community.\footnote{E. Amony, \textit{I Am Evelyn Amony} (2016), available online at www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2016/6/i-am-evelyn-amony-a-memoir-of-war-rape-and-survival (accessed 21 August 2023).} The Court, however, did not acknowledge or bring this cultural knowledge onto its record. This is only one of several instances which reveal the Court’s Western gaze.

Several scholars have written about how international criminal law’s Western gaze has been cultivated through notions of disgust and savagery.\footnote{S. Xavier and J. Reynolds, “‘The Dark Corners of the World’: twail and International Criminal Justice’, 14 (4) \textit{Journal of International Criminal Justice} (2016) 959–983.} These notions often use \textit{shadows} of senses and affect. As López’s remarks, ‘given the longstanding characterisation of international crimes as evil, it perpetuates well-documented stereotypes of darker \textit{skin} being associated with wickedness, thereby building on a pernicious narrative of the ‘evil Black body’.’\footnote{R. López, ‘Black Guilt, White Guilt at the International Criminal Court’, in M. Sirleaf (ed.), \textit{Race and National Security} (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2023), pp. 211–228.} Fino writes about how prosecutors bolster rhetorics of perpetrators being immoral and savage using sounds, sights, and smells \textit{described by} eyewitnesses.\footnote{A. Fino, \textit{The Sound, Smell, and Taste of Atrocity Crimes - Witnesses’ and Perpetrators’ Perspectives in International Courtrooms}, available online at research.rug.nl/en/publications/the-sound-smell-and-taste-of-atrocity-crimes-witnesses-and-perpet (accessed 25 April 2023).} For instance, during the proceedings of Case 002/02 at the ECCC, Witness Him Huy graphically described how the prisoners detained in the Choeung Ek Genocidal Center would be executed to the sound of bleating generators, so that the screams of the prisoners would be inaudible.\footnote{eccc, \textit{Case 002/02}, E1/427.1, Trial Chamber, Transcript of Hearing on the Substance in Case 002/02, 4 May 2016, p. 43.} The \textit{Ongwen} case is littered with such examples. For instance, when ascertaining whether Ongwen genuinely had a mental disorder, the Court relied on expert testimonies which claimed that Ongwen’s ability to experience the \textit{smell of} blood or gun powder in anticipation of an attack were signs of his mental instability.\footnote{Judgment, para. 2538.} P-0286 also testified about how he ‘heard people whistling while others were burning the
In paragraph 1897, the Court extensively relied on witness descriptions of the sounds they heard and savage sights they saw during the LRA attack on the Ibok IDP camp.

Facially, such engagement—with smells, sights, and sounds of atrocity crimes—suggests that international criminal law judgments sometimes embrace senses and affect. When we read about loudspeakers muffling sounds of executions in Cambodia or the smell of burnt belongings in Srebrenica, we momentarily forget that we did not hear the loudspeakers or experience these smells ourselves. We also start to think of judgments as sense-scapes offering more than judge renditions of atrocity crimes. However, this engagement is merely illusory as in reality, the judgment is fully dressed in text before it is produced to the reader.

This affinity for text is not coincidental. It is the result of a deliberate censorship of senses by the law. As scholars like Ahmed argue, this is because senses and affect are inherently unpredictable and contingent on others’ experiences. Their contingency poses a direct affront to the legal project, which has historically benefited from enforcing and maintaining conditions of inequality. It is to sustain these unequal structures that law desperately regulates which surfaces we touch, which smells we enjoy and which ones we are disgusted by, which colours we find appealing and which ones we reject. The law then uses the separation of already existing senses and affect to create different classes of people, to create hierarchies between social classes, and to make itself indispensable in preserving these classifications. Text serves as the tool of choice for the law in this project of differentiation.

Third, the format of the written judgment enforces a singular narrative, showing the door to multiple and even internally conflicting interpretations. In the Ongwen judgment of the Trial Chamber, for instance, text is used to present a unified victim experience and a singular understanding of the compassion-less accused Dominic Ongwen, eliciting the empathy of the
readers towards the victims while ignoring Ongwen’s own victimhood. For one, the judgment actively uses the ‘you’ voice. Amongst others, in paragraph 1731, the judgment quotes witness P-0410 and notes how he could tell that the civilians were indeed dead. In the judgment’s rendition, the witness says ‘you keep on moving. You find another corpse. You jump over it and keep moving’. Now, it is true that the ‘you’ voice is commonly used in Acholi. But it performs a particular function in the judgment—which is that of putting the readers in the shoes of the victim(s) alone and arousing their indignation at the perpetrator’s actions alone.

Such singularity is difficult to enforce through sensory experiences. Senses and affect are inherently free from reign. It is impossible to predict how one will register a taste or smell or temperature, based on another’s experiences. Given that sense and affect are also relational, their unpredictability is compounded as each emotion creates a ripple of responses amongst people in whose company it is experienced, and this chain carries on.

That is not to say that senses and affect cannot be instrumentalised for political ends. For instance, Tallgren, in her work, cites several examples including the ‘Justice Matters’ exhibition, a touring exhibition set up inside the ICC premises, in which survivors of sexual violence are shown as ravaged and mutilated, and the officers of the Court are dressed in white and presented as guardians of the virtues of international criminal justice. Despite this potential to be propagandised, the power of such media lies in the fact that they do not live in isolation. To bring this back to the example proffered by Tallgren, that the exhibition was staged at the glass-walled and fenced premises of the Court reveals much about the Court’s own leanings, which allow viewers of the exhibition to contextualise its contents.

73 Ibid., pp. 66–69.
74 Judgment, para. 1731.
On a more pragmatic level, the exclusive reliance on text strains the Court’s resources. Importantly, the requirement to translate and transliterate is attached to the Court’s obligation to respect the accused’s fair trial rights. For one, accurate interpretations and transliterations are hard to be guaranteed due to the difficulty of capturing the essence of video and oral testimonies in text and the inevitable loss of cultural and emotional nuances during the transliteration process. Transliteration is also an extremely costly affair. Every day, the ICC spends thousands of dollars on transliterating and printing transcripts from the hearings of the day. In fact, in its proposed programme budget for 2023, the ICC Office of the Prosecutor has asked for 1.8 million dollars to support its language services unit, with a touted 31 new staff members being hired to meet the changing language needs of the Court’s docket. In so doing, the Court has become more and more dependent on textual mediums and transliterators. What this ignores is that many dialects are purely oral and there are hardly any people who are trained to capture these dialects in written form. This is exemplified in the Banda case, where efforts to transliterate evidentiary material into the little known and unwritten language of Zaghawa, the only language that Abdallah Banda was able to speak and understand, delayed the trial for years and created huge costs. At its heart, these costs were the result of the Court’s refusal to recognise that Zaghawa was a purely oral vernacular. This struggle has also been acutely felt in the Court’s efforts to transcribe Acholi, a vernacular with limited vocabulary where single words take on different meanings depending on context and pronunciation.

82 Van-Lin, supra note 4.
Senses Around International Criminal Law

Despite the law’s motives and practices of sensory censorship, the oeuvre of the law has traditionally borne strong sensory and affective dimensions. When one is alive to the ubiquity of what Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos calls lawscapes, it becomes clear that the law intrudes even our most private experiences—from the water we use to bathe to our sexualities and sexual relationships to our food and internet connections. These private experiences—perceptibly and invisibly—offer both senses and affect in abundance.

This is heightened in the case of international criminal law, which is born out of war and conflict, which as Cordoba aptly remarks, ‘senses were the ammunition for’. Historians have written about the intersensorial histories of the World War II—an event which defined the course of international criminal law. Mrozek, for instance, writes about border networks that were created through smells that wafted across the Berlin Wall, communities who were able to smell Soviet armies, and diplomacies that were forged by the sending of Eisenhower food packages. The Ongwen case, similarly, was born out of an alarmingly violent civil war in Uganda that heavily relied on mass sexual crimes and the conscription of child soldiers—both steeped in sensory deprivations. The LRA is also known for its heinous practices of cutting off the lips, ears, and noses of thousands of Ugandan civilians—another tactic directly targeting the sensory abilities of the victims.

When these conflicts become the subjects of court proceedings, then their sensory baggage wafts into the hallowed walls of courts too. Here, it is important to clarify where the ambit of international criminal law itself begins. At the outset, as Philippopoulos-Mihalopoulos argues, our understanding of space has been produced by and is mediated by our understanding of law: ‘[i]deas

of space as representation, text, abstraction, system and closure ... all come from a juridical understanding of space'.91 That said, while space is a juridical construction, it is not a component of applied law as such. Like conflicts are spaces which trigger international criminal law rules, courtrooms are spaces which apply international criminal law. Neither activate the remit of the law itself.

In this context, it appears that the spaces in which international criminal law is applied carry many sensory imprints. For instance, the Nuremberg trial discussed how orchestras were played on the platforms of Auschwitz, to soothe the fears of the Jews arriving to their unknown fates.92 During the proceedings of Case 002/02 at the eccc, Witness Him Huy graphically described how the prisoners detained in the Choeung Ek Genocidal Center would be executed when the generators were blaring loudly, so that the screams of the prisoners would be inaudible.93

As the sensory presence in the trials magnifies, trials take on a more affective framing. In their work, Tallgren, Ainley, and Humphreys draw persuasive parallels between international criminal law trials and film.94 They remark how international criminal trials toy at the emotions and outrage of victims, audiences, the accused, the legal officers, and the legal fraternity.95 The Court is the Holy Grail where heroes are born, narcissists and villains shamed, and victims avenged. One can see how this cinematic affective vocabulary permeates the Ongwen trial too. An animated film about the case produced by the ICC’s outreach office in 2019 is case in point.96 The video (screengrabs in Figure 1)—albeit superficially—teases out the two main narratives that framed the case. One of the helpless, caged former child soldier. The video begins with a short soundbite of a former child soldier, recounting the ordeal of his conscription and the complete stripping of his aspirations. The viewer is made to feel sympathy for the child soldier. This empathy is soon brusquely cut off, by a stark reminder of the ruthless monster that this child soldier turns into. The film ends with a (rather awkward) still of a caged bird being tried by

93 eccc, supra note 62.
96 ICC, “I want to start my life again” - Using child soldiers is a crime, available online at www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtRx5Pe5eiU (accessed 5 May 2023).
the ICC. This film only teases the actual scale of the cinematic narratives that the Ongwen case fed off.

To us, it seems that the basis of international criminal law and the spaces where it is applied (the courtroom) are inundated by senses and affect. The question then is, should we allow international criminal law to continue censoring senses and affect?

4 Sensorily Reimagining the Ongwen Judgment

As international criminal law comes face to face with its troubled past, the calls for epistemic diversity in the field are becoming louder and louder.97 Ours too is one such call, specifically directed at the tool of the written judgment. We argue that as the capstone of the case, the judgment ought not to be confined to text. If the case's lasting legacy is known only through words, that too of the judges, then it afflicts great epistemic injustice and symbolic harm to the many stakeholders in international criminal justice. In response, we suggest that the judgment be reimagined sensorily. How, then, does an affective re-imagination of judgment promote the interests of international criminal law stakeholders?

The first community of stakeholders who benefit from this re-do are victims. We argue, as a rich pedigree of scholars before us have done, that embracing art-based or sensory mediums in judgments can facilitate recognition of

When in place of a written transcript, one can hear a witness's testimony in their voice; where instead of judge's narrations of visuals, the receiver is able to see the wreckage of the perpetrator's crimes through their own eyes, there is an immediate recognition of the personhood of the victim.

This is best illustrated through the Court's treatment of the testimonies of two former LRA abductees: Evelyn Amony and Florence Ayot.

Amony was one of Joseph Kony's wives. She was abducted by the LRA at the age of 11. Amony testified to the Court about her abduction in 1994, her subsequent escape from the LRA, and participation in the Juba peace talks between Kony and the Ugandan peace delegates. Her testimony also contained several details about how the LRA engaged with ting tings, the relationship between wives and LRA husbands, etc (as one can see in the video from 13:03 to 16:56; screenshot in Figure 2). Amony testified without any facial or voice blurs, speaking in her capacity as a survivor as well as an advocate against sexual crimes. Despite having classified her testimony as credible and reliable, the Court only offered a measly written summary of her statement. More importantly, it referred to her via pseudonym D-049 despite her brave decision to testify with her real name.

---
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This treatment was not reserved to Prosecution witnesses alone. Case in point is Defence witness Florence Ayot.\textsuperscript{101} Ayot was one of Ongwen’s wives and made a strong case for why he should be allowed to return to Uganda.\textsuperscript{102} She spoke of how difficult Ongwen’s incarceration has been for her family. Although the Court engaged more substantively with Ayot’s testimony than Amony’s, even here the testimony was only made available through text despite Ayot’s decision to testify without any facial/voice blurs. A video excerpt (from 16:57 to 22:52 in the above video) more accurately conveys how Ayot herself was battling with her harrowing experience as an LRA abductee even as she lent her voice in Ongwen’s support.

Personhood is not relevant for survivors of sexual crimes alone. One of the witnesses Joseph Ywakomoi Oywak (P-0009) testified at length about the LRA’s attack on the Pajule IDP camp and the LRA’s activities in the region during the period of the charges.\textsuperscript{103} Oywak testified in court without facial blurs. His testimony was considered reliable, but was confined to text.\textsuperscript{104} What is ironic is that Oywak’s testimony relied heavily on photographs that he had preserved from the Pajule camp. Speaking of one such photograph of Vincent Otti with a young child approximately 10 or 11 years of age wearing a Pajule school uniform, Oywak explicitly said ‘we acquired these photographs from some children who returned from the LRA camps, we felt it necessary that if the world should know what happened, then this photo would be a very clear message’.\textsuperscript{105}

Moreover, our call for a sensory reimagining of judgments threatens to break the epistemic monopoly of judges and instead treats victims as the rightful narrators of their lived experiences. Unlike text, senses and affect are not partitioned by literacy or expertise. Senses are experienced by everyone. As Bermúdez notes, ‘[e]ach of us experiences our own body in a distinctive way. Part of that distinctiveness is that we each experience our body and our limbs as our own’.\textsuperscript{106} Of course, this is not to say that senses are immune from social hierarchies.\textsuperscript{107} However, they are relatively more egalitarian in their experience than text which is otherwise premised on assumptions of literacy.
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With this mind, a sensory judgment—in our view—would create room for plural knowledges to breathe.108 In a recent talk organised by the Grotius Centre for Legal Studies, McCallum launched a powerful critique of how international criminal justice does not ‘listen’ to indigenous identities and traumas.109 This deafness is evident in the Western models of evidence-taking, the speaking of colonial vernaculars, and the denial of self-identification as survivors/victims at the Court. A sensory judgment may work to remedy this. A sensory judgment effectively transcends limitations imposed by the official working languages of the Court. In the *Ongwen* case, most of the intercepted evidence concerned tape recordings of people speaking in Acholi or Luo, both of which are not working languages of the court.110 The Chamber readily dismisses most of this evidence citing lack of translation capacity. Sensory evidence, then, allows even for such stakeholders to be heard—if not understood—in their self-determined ways. It allows for non-linear, disorganised, random, and everyday encounters to feature in the international criminal law script.111 For instance, sexual abuse survivor P-0101, when describing the events of her abduction by Ongwen, vividly recalled the colours of her school uniform, ‘a pink skirt and white blouse with red stripes on the arms’.112 She also remembered that Ongwen smeared water and shea nut oil on her in ‘order to mark her as his’.113 While these details facially seem removed from the sexual crime and are likely to be edited out of the judgment for reasons of irrelevance, a sensory excerpt would allow the Court to better appreciate why a victim is more attached to memories of their everyday life before the assault.114 In so doing, the judgment can be repurposed to generate discourse which is relational, reparative, diverse, and porous.

Sensory re-imaginations also enrich the *quality* of criminal justice offered to communities. Opening up the judgment to the wider sensory field instantly creates an outlet for the multidimensionality of justice to seep into the fold of international criminal law discourse. Justice is then no longer bound up by the binary outcomes of conviction or acquittal conveyed through a judgment.
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In his work on sensory archives, Thorne observes that ‘words can be hard to find, particularly those that seek to describe traumatic and complex social events and relationships'. But sensory stimulations are capable of capturing traumatic pasts and generating hope for repair. In his words, the sensory fragments in atrocity legal archives ‘can open up understanding about how justice, peace, and social repair might look, sound and feel like to those who have experienced horrendous suffering’. The Ongwen trial was flooded with sensory fragments of the impact of Ongwen’s crimes—outside the courtroom, the public were exposed to images of the memorial for the 60 people killed in the Lukodi massacre to documentaries about the LRA leaders to visuals of Ongwen’s family watching his trial. Even more powerful were the sensory evidence brought into the courtroom - from photographs of children conscripted when wearing their school uniforms, videos of camps after LRA attacks to videos of several internally displaced children and women. Added to this were video excerpts of Ongwen’s statement from the trial which reveals both his culpability and his helplessness and anger towards his own position. As Mannivannan notes, the act of retelling itself can be reparative. Whether in voice or in image. Perhaps this could translate into responses aimed at reducing vulnerabilities or repairing harm.
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The Court and the Office of the Prosecutor also stand to gain from such a re-imagination. Clarke’s work on affective justice is a glowing (hypothetical) example of this. The author rearticulates international justice using the vocabulary of emotions, as an assemblage of ‘power, history, and contingencies’. She focusses on the relationship between African States and the Court and the controversies marring it. Clarke’s work shows that the utility of affect cannot be understated. Affect essentially equips international criminal law to transcend the fixed grammars of law. The politics of international criminal law then does not remain separated from the juridical life of international criminal law. Instead, the two are put in conversation. To borrow an illustration from Clarke’s book, the trial of Ruto and Sang embroiled both the Court and the government of Kenya in a match of political mud-slinging, with the government of Kenya investing diplomatic and monetary resources in framing the Court as a ‘meddling force that was doing the bidding of Western powers in Africa’. While the Court struggled to find legal responses, ultimately calling off the case as an instance of a ‘mistrial’, the race to find juridical solutions completely invisibilised the heavy affective rifts that the initiation of the case had caused. Ruto and Sang’s election victory stood on postcolonial rhetoric. The ICC—having already intervened in Kenya—had been firmly branded as an exogenous, Western intervention. While much of this is true, the Court’s complete lack of engagement with the domestic political rhetoric is what enabled the formation of the Jubilee Alliance (a united front against ICC charges) and ultimately secured Ruto’s acquittal and his election victory in Kenya. In essence, this was a domino effect of the Court’s initial dismissal of the case as a ‘failure’ to award justice, a framing that was regarded as blind to the community’s expectations of the Court and their own political leaders. A more reflexive acknowledgment of this affective dimension would have
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allowed the Court to be seen as an accessible forum of redress for the victims in Kenya.

This also rings true in the context of the prosecution of Ongwen. Like the Kenyan situation, the Ongwen case was triggered by a self-referral from the state of Uganda. As Kersten notes, the self-referral was a strategic tool for the authoritarian Museveni government to prevent the ICC from investigating the crimes of the government forces. At the same time, by self-referring, Uganda positioned itself as an ally to the ICC. However, this did not stop Museveni from joining forces with other African leaders to complain about the Court’s unfair targeting of African defendants and indicting its Western biases. On the Court’s part, the agenda of resolving the conflict between the LRA and the Ugandan government has been of chief priority since the Court’s inception. In fact, the ICC was heavily invested in facilitating the Juba peace talks between the two factions from 2006–2008. The peace talks were initiated after the ICC had issued arrest warrants against the LRA’s top brass, in the hopes that the Court’s involvement would incentivise both factions to bargain and arrive at an armistice of some sort. It was in this context that the trial of Ongwen took place. The trial therefore presented an opportunity for the Court to play a more instrumental role in the making of the peace process in Uganda. However, the Court chose not to fully consider the history of the Ugandan conflict or the political stakes of the case. Instead, it adopted a more clinical and legalistic approach towards adjudicating the crimes that Ongwen was charged with.

Soon after the start of the trial, the defences of duress and mental disease or defect became the focus of the case. Ongwen’s lawyers invoked the defence of duress by arguing that Ongwen was under the control of Joseph Kony (supported by his belief in Kony’s spiritual powers) and ‘disobeying Kony or leaving the LRA would be punished by death’. The defence lawyers also relied


on medical experts to show that Ongwen suffered from dissociative disorders, depressive illness, and PTSD (‘post-traumatic stress disorder’). However, the Court found that this diagnosis of Ongwen’s trauma did not meet the conditions for mental defect under the Rome Statute. Ongwen’s lawyers also proposed a cumulative insanity-duress defence, which recognises that certain defendants may have enough lucidity to not qualify for the insanity defence but may still need to be absolved of some liability because of their trauma-induced dysfunctions. This proposal also fell on the deaf ears of the Court.

In rejecting Ongwen’s pleas for recognition of his own victimhood based on his trauma, the Court lost an opportunity to pay heed to the affective foundations of the case. One may even argue that the Court’s framing of the LRA rebels as pathological criminals deters the possibility of the LRA’s cooperation with the Court or with the Ugandan government.

We think that a sensory reimagining has the potential to fill these affective gaps. As shown previously, senses and affect always go together. Creating space for senses then automatically makes the Court infrastructure more alive to the affective implications of the justice it dispenses. This likely facilitates a considered understanding of the Court’s goals amongst victim communities and makes it seem less like an exogenous, Western outfit. It is our argument that a sensory/affect friendly judgment would also foster trust-building in the ICC.

Here, it is important to credit the ongoing efforts to foster sensory experiences in the international criminal law narrative. Art and International Justice’s 2019 visual and experiential exhibitions surrounding the Marshall Islands judgment of the International Court of Judgment was a commendable effort to centre the conversation about affect and international justice. Tallgren’s work on visuality on international criminal justice also deserves credit. This only goes to show that a sensory judgment is not all that
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illusive or utopian a suggestion. Notably, such retellings have been explored frequently in other fields. Documentary criminology, for instance, employs images, sounds, and textures to reconfigure atmospheres in which criminal encounters take place.\textsuperscript{141} Documentary criminology ‘calls us to a series of systematic reflections within which we question and clarify that which we intimately live, but which has been lost to our reflective knowledge through habituation and/or institutionalization’.\textsuperscript{142} Some such affective retellings have permeated human rights conversations too, albeit only in the fringes. In her stunning piece on music and song in struggles for gender equality, Ghadery notes that departing from text-based doctrine can help us appreciate the multiple non-liberal philosophies which illuminate rights as sites of contestation/recontextualisation.\textsuperscript{143} Ghadery caveats against using sensorily loaded mediums as instruments. Instead, she nudges us to think about music as another rights language, one which can be created and curated collectively.\textsuperscript{144} Similarly, the works of Azad,\textsuperscript{145} Nadkarni,\textsuperscript{146} and Rizwan\textsuperscript{147} guide us to see how poetry and literature can forge a genuine plurality of interactions, sans any hierarchies or discriminations.

Of course, the chief roadblock to the execution of this idea is the practical execution. In essence, we envision a sensory reimagination of the judgment to resemble this paper itself, where text is interspersed with other sensory sources. It seems that most criminal tribunals are already equipped with the tools to enable such makeovers. In fact, the ICC has now begun publishing livestreams of oral pronouncements of summary judgments. The Ongwen trial judgment, as well, was preceded by a short summary read out by Judge Schmitt.\textsuperscript{148} This procedure was presumably introduced to create a space where the immediate affective impact of the judgment can be felt and expressed by stakeholders in the case and beyond. Crushingly, however, this opportunity is made available
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in a way where only the judges, court staff, the Prosecutor, and the accused are personified and recognised. Victims are glaringly missing, though it is their story whose end has just been determined by the Court. As of 2008, the ICC began filming all its cases. The YouTube channel of the Court suggests that full-length livestreaming of hearings of cases began in 2013.\textsuperscript{149} At the ECCC, statements of apology were filmed and broadcasted as early as 2009.\textsuperscript{150} That apart, as a corollary of their investigative mandates, most criminal tribunals already have well-functioning evidence and analysis units that are specialised in preserving the integrity and textures of evidence, in processing sounds, and in offering protections for aural/filmic witness disclosures. A sensory judgment will only require these pre-existing tools to be refashioned for a different purpose. In some ways, this would also reduce the time and monetary costs associated with transliterating into every language spoken and understood by the parties.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we examine the \textit{Ongwen} trial judgment using the lens of senses and affect and query the limitations of the exclusive reliance on text in the judgment. Our paper starts with the premise that text is incapable of capturing cultural nuances, that it serves to depersonalise victims, and lends weight to problematic singular narratives about perpetratorship and victimhood. We show that the dominance enjoyed by text in international criminal law is not coincidental or innocuous. Instead, international criminal law has deliberately engineered text to censor other sensory or affective experiences in order to preserve the epistemic and social control enjoyed by law and its adjudicators. This desire is only compounded by the contingent, unpredictable, and egalitarian character of sensory and affective experiences. However, we argue that instead of seeing the rupture in control ushered by senses and affect as a threat, international criminal law should open itself up to sensory possibilities. This is what would do justice to the rich sensorial and affective imprints of international criminal law itself. As a solution, we propose the adoption of a sensory alternative model of judgments. We argue that only through a display of multi-dimensional senses and affect can international criminal law become truly reparative and epistemically diverse. Such a rethinking would also
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incentivise victims and other stakeholders to repose trust in the Court as a guardian of their agency. As the lasting legacy of the case, it is only fitting that this reimagination starts with the tool of the judgment. To quote Redmon, ‘we are sensual before we are verbal’. 151 This piece is a reminder to appreciate that.
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